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Error resilient encoding in video communication is becoming increasingly important due
to data transmission over unreliable channels. In this paper, we propose a new poweraware error resilient coding scheme based on network error probability and user expectation in video communication using mobile handheld devices. By considering both image
content and network conditions, we can achieve a fast recoverable and energy-efﬁcient error resilient coding scheme. More importantly, our approach allows system designers to
evaluate various operating points in terms of error resilient level and energy consumption
over a wide range of system operating conditions. We have implemented our scheme on
an H.263 video codec algorithm, compared it with the previous AIR, GOP and PGOP coding schemes, and measured energy consumption and video quality on the IPAQ and Zaurus
PDAs. Our experimental results show that our approach reduces energy consumption by
34%, 24% and 17% compared with AIR, GOP and PGOP schemes respectively, while incurring only a small ﬂuctuation in the compressed frame size. In addition, our experimental
results prove that our approach allows faster error recovery than the previous AIR, GOP
and PGOP approaches. We believe our error resilient coding scheme is therefore eminently
applicable for video communication on energy-constrained wireless mobile handheld devices.

I. Introduction
Recent advances in technology enable mobile handheld devices to be equipped with wireless interfaces
and there will be growing demand for high quality
mobile multimedia communications (e.g., video telephony). However, wireless multimedia communications in the mobile handheld environment face several
challenges, including high error rate, bandwidth variations, and limitations of the mobile devices such as
battery lifetime constraints and the low CPU computation capability. To overcome the bandwidth limitation, there are several existing video coding techniques developed, for example, H.263 and MPEG, to
compress raw video sequences to encoded bitstreams.
These video encoding techniques exploit spatial and
∗
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temporal correlation to achieve a high compression ratio, but they are usually unaware about the device status and the network conditions during the coding process. Therefore, multimedia data encoding requires a
large amount of information, leading to high computation and communication energy consumption, and
transmitting multimedia data over wireless networks
can be very unreliable due to packet loss. This problem should be solved with the reasonable compression efﬁciency with high error resiliency considering
resource constraints, which is a crucial factor for the
real-time multimedia communication over error prone
and lossy network using mobile handheld devices.
Video communication over unreliable networking
environments is challenging since data loss and corruption from several reasons such as trafﬁc congestion and physical channel failure affect video quality severely unless a guaranteed quality of service
(QoS) is available between the source and the destination. Also, the spatiotemporal prediction encoding and variable length coding (VLC) of the source
coding cause error propagation. Since spatiotemporal
prediction requires the previous frame to reconstruct
the current frame, a single error can lead to consec-
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utive errors in the following frames. Likewise, because of VLC, a single bit error causes the decoder
to lose a synchronization point that makes the following bits useless. Therefore, a variety of techniques
have been proposed to enhance the resilience of the
video data encoding against the packet errors [12, 13].
The most well recognized method is to insert intracoding1 to mitigate the effect of error propagation in a
predictive video compression algorithm [4, 5, 8, 14].
However, inserting intra-coding inﬂuences compression efﬁciency adversely since it tends to increase total length of the encoded bitstream. From this observation, the prior studies on error resilient video encoding mainly tried to ﬁnd out a solution that maximizes
bitstream robustness with low bit rate. Meanwhile,
as mobile devices increasingly have video communication functionality, low power encoding has become
important. Several encoding schemes have been proposed to reduce energy consumption for multimedia
applications [3, 6, 7, 11]. However, these studies dealt
with either error resilience or low power issues independently. We believe it is critical for both issues
to be addressed together, especially in the context of
energy-constrained mobile devices.
In this paper, we propose a new energy-efﬁcient,
error-resilient encoding scheme. Especially, we note
the dual role of intra-coding: not only does intracoding improve error resilience, but it also contributes
to reducing encoding energy consumption since it
does not require motion estimation (which is the most
power consuming operation in a predictive video compression algorithm). Indeed, the system designer will
therefore need to evaluate the trade-off between the error resiliency level, compression efﬁciency, and power
consumption. In this paper, we focus our attention on
these tradeoffs. Speciﬁcally, we (i) propose PBPAIR
(Probability Based Power Aware Intra Refresh), a new
energy-efﬁcient and error-resilient encoding scheme,
based on the network condition and the image content, (ii) implement our scheme as well as other existing error resilient encoding schemes on an H.263
codec, (iii) extensively compare with other error resilient encoding schemes in the context of error resiliency vs. encoding efﬁciency (both bit rate and
energy consumption), and (iv) evaluate the trade-offs
between the error resiliency level, compression efﬁciency, and energy consumption on top of real imple1
For every macro block in a predictive frame (P-frame), the
encoder decides whether it already knows this block from the preceding frame or whether it’s completely new. In the former case,
it only encodes the differences (inter mode). In the latter case, it
encodes the whole macro block (intra mode). Every macro block
in an intra frame (I-frame) should be encoded in intra mode.

mentation platform. Our performance results indicate
that PBPAIR saves as much as 17% to 34% energy
compared with other error resilient techniques allowing faster error recovery than the previous approaches.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we brieﬂy review previous works on error
resilient coding schemes. In Section III, we state
the problem we are addressing and the proposed
technique will be discussed extensively. Section IV
presents experimental setup and results. In Section V
we draw conclusions and comment on possible extensions of this work.

II.

Error Resilient Coding
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Figure 1: A typical video communication system

Figure 1 shows a typical video communication system. The original video is ﬁrst compressed by a
video encoder and the encoded bit stream is then
multiplexed and packetized. After packetization, the
bit stream usually undergoes a channel coding stage
unless the network guarantees error free transmission. At the receiver end, the transmitted bit stream
should be decoded to reconstruct the original video.
Therefore, it is important to devise video encoding
schemes that can make the compressed bit stream resilient to transmission errors since, in practice, current network environments only support lossy data
transfer. Error control can be carried out at different
levels from the application (codec) layer to the network transport layer. A good survey on error resilient
coding techniques for real-time video communication
can be found in [12, 13]. At the network transport
layer, channel coding such as forward error correction (FEC) and automatic repeat request (ARQ) are
applicable. However, these methods cannot guarantee complete recovery from errors and the decoder
may still experience erroneous data streams. To make
matters worse, these errors propagate throughout the
subsequent frames since encoding is based on the difference between successive frames. To reduce these
effects, the encoder should consider error-resilience
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and generate more robust bitstream that will not be
affected by transmission losses.
The most intuitive way to produce a robust bitstream is to insert intra frames (I-frames) periodically.
In this group of picture (GOP) structure, one GOP is
treated as an independent decodable entity. In other
words, an I-frame serves as a refresh which cleans up
any errors that have been propagated in the video sequence. However, I-frames are usually much larger
than predictively coded frames (P-frames). This leads
to several transmission problems such as buffer overﬂow, higher delay and link congestion due to periodic
peaks in the bit rate. Moreover, I-frames are much
more sensitive to errors in the sense that loss of an
I-frame signiﬁcantly degrades the quality of the reconstructed image of the following P-frames. Techniques to overcome these problems are adaptive intra
refresh (AIR) [8, 14] and progressive group of picture (PGOP) [4, 5]. AIR and PGOP scheme insert
intra-coded macro blocks (MBs) to enhance the robustness of the encoded bitstream. AIR updates the
speciﬁed number of MBs that have higher difference
from the corresponding MBs in the previous frame
while PGOP refreshes intra-coded MBs on a columnby-column basis from left to right. Both of them eliminate the need for I-frames which means the burden
of refreshing is distributed throughout all the frames,
thereby producing a much smoother output rate and
enhanced robustness to errors.
Nevertheless, these approaches focus only on enhancement of image quality ignoring resource constraints such as power consumption. However, resource constraints need to be managed effectively
while ensuring the integrity of the image quality during video communication using mobile handheld devices. Indeed, since handheld devices (e.g., PDAs and
cell phones) have limited power budget of a battery
that directly affects the computational resources available for the application, there is a critical need to manage video quality within this resource budget. Therefore, in this paper we propose a new error resilient encoding technique, named PBPAIR (Probability Based
Power Aware Intra Refresh) that can run at various operating points in accordance with resource constraints.

III.

PBPAIR
(Probability
Based
Power Aware Intra Refresh)

GOP inserts an I-frame to refresh the video data
while AIR and PGOP insert intra-coded MBs after
the motion estimation (ME) process in Figure 1 to
alleviate the effect of error propagation in a predic60

tive video compression algorithm. AIR inserts a predeﬁned number of intra-coded MBs with the highest
sum of absolute differences (SAD) or mean square error (MSE) values from the ME output. Even though
PGOP inserts a pre-deﬁned number of columns of
intra-coded MBs, PGOP also uses the ME output to
generate stride back MBs2 to enhance image quality.
Note that AIR puts emphasis on the content awareness since it encodes the most active part of the frame
while PGOP mainly pays attention to the network status since it adapts the number of columns to be encoded as intra MBs based on packet loss rate (PLR).
However, probability based power aware intra refresh
(PBPAIR), which we describe in the next subsections,
is integrated into the ME process to determine the motion vector (content awareness); we therefore eliminate the unnecessary ME process based on PLR (network status awareness) and thereby reduce the encoding energy consumption.

III.A.

The Algorithm

For quantitative analysis, we denote each macro block
(MB), the probability of correctness of the corresponding MB, and the network packet loss rate as
k , and α, respectively. Consider a quarter
mki,j , σi,j
common intermediate format (QCIF) image, a video
conferencing format with each frame containing 144
lines and 176 pixels per line: this means 9 × 11 MBs
mki,j (0 ≤ i < 9, 0 ≤ j < 11) with 16 × 16 pixels in a
QCIF frame. Hence, we introduce a 9 × 11 matrix Ck
k of the
that contains the probability of correctness σi,j
k
corresponding MB mi,j in the k-th QCIF video frame
as follows.
⎡ k
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We also introduce a user-deﬁned parameter Intra Th that captures user expectation about the error
resiliency level. A higher Intra Th value indicates a
higher user expectation about bitstream robustness.
Figure 2 illustrates the ﬂow of our algorithm. At the
beginning, we start with an error free image frame. As
time goes by, PBPAIR re-evaluates the probability of
correctness of each macro block to decide encoding
mode and to ﬁnd best matching macro block from the
2
In order to prevent errors that may propagate across the column being refreshed, PGOP proposes to augment the refresh process to trap these propagations by refreshing the affected MBs.
They call this as stride back.
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deﬁned Intra Th value equals to one, PBPAIR generates all macro blocks as intra macro block. The higher
Intra Th (by which a user expects higher image quality), the more intra macro blocks will be generated.
Similarly, as packet loss ratio (PLR) grows, more intra
macro blocks should be generated to guarantee performance requirement speciﬁed by Intra Th.
We illustrate our contributions in more detail
through our experimental results in Section IV. In the
following subsections, we discuss our heuristic extensively. Firstly, we address our heuristic for encoding
mode selection and motion estimation considering error probability of each macro-block as well as SAD
based on probabilistic model. Then, we will explain
how to update probability of correctness of the current
frame based on that of a previous frame to re-evaluate
robustness of the current encoded bitstream.

Update C k
& go to next frame

III.A.1.

Figure 2: PBPAIR error resilient coding algorithm

previous frame. The encoding mode selection is done
by comparison between probability of correctness of a
MB and a given threshold value Intra Th. A MB with
lower probability of correctness than Intra Th should
be encoded as intra MB since the Intra Th values can
be considered as requested error resiliency level. In
other words, we can skip motion estimation in this
case. For a MB that is determined to be encoded as
a inter-coded macro block, motion estimation based
on our heuristic that considers both network condition
and image content is required. Thus, our approach is
integrated into the encoding process in two ways: (i)
encoding mode selection and (ii) motion estimation.
Now we consider the status of network that can be
expressed as packet loss rate (PLR) and user expectation (Intra Th) in encoding mode selection before
motion estimation (ME). The ﬁrst observation here is
that the image quality is guaranteed while satisfying
a given constraint. However, more important contribution of this work is that PBPAIR provides various operating points in terms of image quality and
resource constraints. Note that PBPAIR can operate
in various manners according to a given set of constraints. If a user deﬁnes Intra Th value approaches
zero (meaning a user puts emphasis on compression
efﬁciency), PBPAIR operates as if there is no error
resilience feature at all. On the other hand, if user

Encoding Mode Selection

Let us start with the ﬁrst issue: How to use probability of correctness in encoding mode selection. As
described in Figure 2, we can simply encode a MB as
an intra-coded MB if it has lower probability of correctness than a given threshold value Intra Th. The
MB with low probability of correctness indicates that
it is vulnerable to error propagation since that particular MB has already experienced a sufﬁcient amount
of inter-coding up to that point. We do not even have
to go through motion estimation in this case. Note
that this early decision improves total performance in
terms of encoding time and energy, since motion estimation is very computation intensive in video compression.

III.A.2. Motion Estimation Based
Probability of Correctness

on

As we mentioned in Figure 2, PBPAIR not only eliminates unnecessary computation required by motion
estimation (ME) with early decision based on a probabilistic model, but also considers the probability of
correctness in motion vector selection. Once a MB
is determined to be encoded as inter MB, then motion estimation is required. In general, the motion
estimation that generates the motion vectors to determine best matching block between the previous and
current frame is solely based on the sum of absolute
differences (SAD). As a result, a macro block with the
smallest SAD value is chosen as a reference macro
block regardless of error probability caused by packet
loss during transmission.
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Figure 4: Motion vector (MV) and related MBs

Figure 3: Motivational example for error resilient ME

Figure 3 illustrates the basic idea of our motion vector selection as a motivational example. Assume that
there are three candidates for a reference macro block
as shown in Figure 3. MB (1) has the lowest SAD
value and probability of correctness among the candidates while MB (3) has the highest SAD value and
probability of correctness. If we do not consider the
network packet loss, we will simply choose MB (1),
the candidate with the lowest SAD value. Now, assume that MB (1) is damaged during transmission.
In that case, a motion vector based on only the SAD
value will choose the damaged macro block as a reference block which means image quality for that macro
block will be degraded. This conventional approach
results in low image quality if there is an error in the
previous frame. Therefore, we should consider the inﬂuence of the network packet loss in the ME process.
To take network packet loss into account, we revise
the SAD formulation to propose Formula (1) which
subsumes probability of correctness and image difference (SAD):
M V pref erence = F (Ck−1 , SAD) =
8
weight × normalize{min(σ k−1 of related MBs)}
>
>
<
Th
+min( SAD
, 1)
if (α + Intra T h) < 1
SAD
>
>
:
IN T max − SAD
otherwise

(1)

Formula (1) indicates that we choose a motion vector with higher probability of correctness and lower
SAD value. This new preference value is a function
of Ck−1 and SAD between a current MB and a candidate MB where Ck−1 indicates the matrix for the
probability of correctness of the previous frame.
For example, if the motion vector equals to
(−4, −4), as shown in Figure 4, the related MBs
k−1
k−1
k−1
of mki,j are mk−1
i−1,j−1 , mi−1,j , mi,j−1 , and mi,j .
Then, we will use the minimum value among
k−1
k−1
k−1
k−1
σi−1,j−1
, σi−1,j
, σi,j−1
, and σi,j
since any packet
loss among these MBs will degrade the image quality of mki,j . Also, we need to normalize the probability of correctness since PBPAIR, as illustrated by
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Figure 2, simply encodes a MB with lower probability of correctness than a given Intra Th as an intra coded MB. Hence, at this moment the probability
k−1
of correctness σi,j
should be larger than Intra Th.
k−1
As a result, the range of σi,j
is now approximately
k−1
Intra T h < σi,j < 1 − α. A simple calculation
leads to the following inequality (2).
0<

k−1
− Intra T h)
(σi,j

(1 − α − Intra T h)

<1

(2)

(σ k−1 −Intra T h)

k−1
i,j
Instead of using σi,j
, now we use (1−α−Intra
T h)
as the normalized value in Equation (1). In the case
that (α + Intra T h) ≥ 1, the bottom formula of
Equation (1) explains our heuristic that selects a lower
SAD value. For all experiments, we use one as weight
for correctness in Equation (1). Finding more accurate weight factor for correctness can improve our
heuristic. For example, if the PLR is high, then we
can emphasize the probability of correctness over the
SAD by increasing weight factor.
To summarize our decision process, Algorithm 1
shows the pseudo code for PBPAIR encoding mode
selection. The inequality ((SADmv − SAD T h) >
SADself ) is used in P-frame encoding to evaluate
the encoding efﬁciency before we actually encode the
MB with generated motion vector. The term SADmv
means SAD value between the current MB and the
reference MB corresponding to the motion vector MV
while SADself means the deviation of the pixel value
in the current MB itself. If the difference between
SADmv and SADself is not sufﬁcient, then inter encoded MB probably will generate more bits than intra
encoded MB. Therefore, in that case the MB should
be encoded as intra MB.

III.A.3.

Update Probability of Correctness

In this section, we will discuss how to generate the
correctness matrix of current frame (Ck ) from that
of the previous frame (Ck−1 ) with a given network
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Algorithm
1
Encoding
(Ck−1 , α, Intra T h)

Mode

Selection

k−1
if (σi,j
< Intra T h) then
Encoding as INTRA macro block
else
Select motion vector based on our approach using
Equation (1)
if ((SADmv − SAD T h) > SADself ) then
Encoding as INTRA macro block
end if
end if

packet loss rate (α) and a motion vector. In case of
inter macro block, the matrix for probability of correctness of k -th frame (Ck ) can be calculated by Formula (3):

k
σi,j
= (1 − α) × min(σ k−1 of related MBs) +
k−1
k
(3)
α × (similarity factor between mk−1
i,j and mi,j ) × σi,j

The ﬁrst part of Formula (3) explains the situation
when the previous frame is transmitted without network packet loss in which case the probability for
error-free transmission of previous frame (1 − α)
should be multiplied by the minimum probability of
correctness of related macro blocks. The remaining
part of Formula (3) indicates the situation when the
previous frame experiences erroneous transmission
such as packet lost or data corruption whose probability can be expressed by packet loss rate (PLR) α. The
similarity factor depends on which error concealment
algorithm we use at the decoder. Even when an image
sample or several blocks of a sample are missing due
to transmission errors, the decoder can try to estimate
them based on the surrounding received samples, by
making use of inherent correlation among spatially
and temporally adjacent samples. Such techniques are
known as error concealment techniques [13]. For instance, if we use a simple copy scheme from the corresponding MB of previous frame, we can calculate
the similarity factor from SAD value between macro
k
block mk−1
i,j and mi,j . Note that we can easily adopt
various error concealment schemes to our approach
by modifying the similarity factor. For intra macro
block, Formula (3) can be reduced to Equation (4)
since this macro block will serve as a refresh.

k
σi,j
= (1 − α) × 1 +
k−1
k
(4)
α × (similarity factor between mk−1
i,j and mi,j ) × σi,j

III.B. Extension for Power Awareness
With proper interfacing mechanisms between the
codec (encoder/decoder) and the network, PBPAIR
can be easily modiﬁed to adjust its operations based
on the network conditions and user expectation. Considering Equation (3) from Section III.A.3, the probability of correctness of the k -th frame can be approximately expected by Equation (5) if there is no similarity between the consecutive frames and every frame
can be encoded as inter frame:
k
= (1 − α)k−1
σi,j

(5)

According to Equation (5), if the PLR (α) increases
k decreases faster. Therefore,
and Intra Th is ﬁxed, σi,j
the PBPAIR inserts more intra macro blocks, which
will result in the degradation of the encoding efﬁciency in terms of bit rate with less encoding energy.
However, more intra macro blocks can guarantee the
same level of error resiliency even though the PLR
becomes higher. Furthermore, adapting (in this case,
decreasing) the Intra Th by the amount of the PLR
increase can generate similar number of intra macro
blocks. Likewise, if PLR decreases, we can increase
the Intra Th to encode with similar number of intra
macro blocks. Note that more intra macro block represents higher error resiliency, less energy consumption, and less encoding efﬁciency.
This ﬂexibility enables PBPAIR to have power
awareness in the sense that it can adaptively change
its operation points either to guarantee image quality within a given power constraint or to minimize
power consumption with satisfying a given image
quality constraint. Based on the feedback information
from the network, PBPAIR can be extended to adjust
Intra Th parameter to maximize error resilient level
within current residual energy constraint. Likewise,
with a given image quality level, PBPAIR can be extended to minimize energy consumption by adapting
parameters.

IV.

Implementation and Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of PBPAIR through extensive experiments including power
measurement on PDAs. Firstly, we compare our
approach with existing error resiliency techniques:
PGOP [4, 5], GOP, and AIR [8, 14]. We present two
sets of experiments: (i) the effect of error resiliency
with respect to energy consumption, and (ii) the variation of image quality with respect to error resiliency.
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IV.A.

Implementation Platform

External
Power Supply

We have implemented a PBPAIR on the H.263 encoder [9] using ﬁxed-point arithmetic since the PDAs
that we used do not have a ﬂoating point unit. We assigned 10 bits for probability of correctness (σ ), inTh
verse SAD ( SAD
SAD ), and MV preference. We assume that a simple copy scheme is used for error concealment at the decoding side. However, as we mentioned earlier, we can easily adopt various error concealment schemes by modifying the similarity factor
in Equations (3) and (4). Note that we use a uniform
distribution of frame discard to generate the packet
loss pattern. For simplicity, but without loss of generality, we use the frame loss rate to denote the network packet loss rate. For data transfer, we use the
real time protocol (RTP) [10] and the variable-size
encoded output of each frame is contained by a single packet as long as it does not exceed the maximum
transfer unit (MTU).

PDA
Resistor

Data Acquisition
(DAQ) Board

Wireless
network

Monitor program

Power Measurement System

Figure 5: Experimental setup for power measurement

For power measurement, hardware platform setup
in Figure 5 is used. We removed the internal battery
from the PDA to measure the power consumption. All
our measurements were made using a National Instruments PCI DAQ (data acquisition) board to sample the voltage drop across the resistor at 1000 samples/second. We also use two different PDAs to verify
our technique: The ﬁrst one is HP iPAQ H5555 with
an Intel 400 MHz XScale processor with 128 MB
SDRAM, 48 MB Flash ROM and integrated wireless.
In the case of H5555, we installed Familiar 0.7.2 [1]
with GPE environment as an operating system. The
second one is Sharp Zaurus SL-5600 with an Intel
400 MHz XScale processor with 32 MB SDRAM,
64 MB Flash ROM, and external Belkin Compactﬂash F5D6060 wireless card. Sharp SL-5600 is powered by Linux and Java based embedded OS and the
Qtopia environment for application development platform [2]. Display size for both of them is 240 × 320.
All subsequent energy graphs depict the active energy,
64

i.e., the total energy minus the idle energy. The results obtained allow us to derive the energy costs for
encoding executions.
IV.B.

Basic Comparison with Existing
Error Resilient Coding Techniques

In this section, we compare existing error resilient
techniques with PBPAIR to show the performance of
our work. Comparison is done with GOP, AIR [8, 14],
and PGOP [4, 5].
Figure 6(a) and 6(b) demonstrate the image quality on varying different parameters with several existing error resilient coding techniques, where PLR
is assumed to be 10%. NO represents that we encode without considering any error resiliency. PGOPN indicates PGOP with N-columns refresh. In other
words, N-columns from left to right in a frame should
be always encoded as intra MBs to enhance robustness of bitstream. On the other hand, GOP-N represents I:P ratio I:N where N is the number of P-frames
per a single I-frame and AIR-N represents AIR with
N intra MBs with the highest SAD values. We use
the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and number of
bad pixels as image quality metric. We will discuss
about image quality metric including the deﬁnitions
of PSNR and bad pixels in section IV.D in more detail.
We choose Intra Th that gives similar compression ratio with PGOP-3, GOP-3, and AIR-24 as shown in
Figure 6(c). Figure 6 clearly shows that PBPAIR
can generate same quality of compressed image
with less encoding energy consumption since our
scheme skips motion estimation more frequently.
Even though PGOP also skips motion estimation for
the speciﬁc MBs in the refreshing column, it still requires motion estimation for stride back MBs. This
overhead will be larger with a small number of column refresh. In case of GOP, the image quality and
encoding energy consumption should be similar with
PGOP. In this experiment, GOP always generates a
slightly smaller bitstream than other schemes because
GOP generates fewer intra MBs. Hence, if we can
adjust GOP to generate similar encoded ﬁle size, then
the image quality and encoding energy consumption
will be similar with PGOP except the overhead of
stride back. Lastly, AIR consumes a similar amount
of the encoding energy without any error resilient
scheme since AIR decides encoding mode after motion estimation. PBPAIR reduces energy consumption due to early decision in MB mode selection and
generates a robust and even bitstream against network
packet loss based on the probabilistic model.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6: Comparison between PBPAIR and existing error resilient techniques such as PGOP, GOP, and AIR,
where PLR is assumed to be 10%: (a) the average PSNR (b) the number of bad pixels as an image quality
measure (c) the encoded ﬁle size (d) the encoding energy consumption using iPAQ as a performance measure
(image source: FOREMAN.QCIF, AKIYO.QCIF, and GARDEN.QCIF, 300 frames)

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Comparison between PBPAIR and existing error resilient techniques such as PGOP, GOP, and AIR,
where PLR is assumed to be 10%: (a) PSNR variation (b) frame size variation (image source: FOREMAN.QCIF,
300 frames)
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Figure 7(a) illustrates PSNR variation according
to the network packet loss represented as from e1
to e7. For comparison, we choose PGOP-1, GOP8, and AIR-10 since those schemes generate a similar size of encoded bitstream. It should be pointed
out that PBPAIR recovers faster than PGOP and AIR,
because our scheme not only has content awareness
from the similarity factor but also has network awareness from the probabilistic model of network error.
Even though GOP sometimes recovers faster than our
scheme, GOP cannot guarantee rapid recovery from
errors since GOP inserts an I-frame to refresh erroneous transmission. Thus, when GOP looses an Iframe due to network error, it fails to reconstruct N
consecutive P-frames. The error e7 shows the instance of I-frame loss. Therefore, in the worst case,
GOP is able to guarantee error recovery only after N
frames. Moreover, Figure 7(b) shows another drawback of GOP: GOP generates an uneven bitstream
that is undesirable from a communication perspective. The fact that the encoded frame size generated
by GOP ﬂuctuates severely will cause transmission
problems such as buffer overﬂow, higher delay and
link congestion due to periodic peaks in bit rate.
IV.C.

Error Resilient Level vs. Energy
Consumption

Figure 8(a) shows the trade-off in the number of
intra macro blocks that directly affect the compressed
size with a given PLR and Intra Th (recall that an increased number of intra MBs results in a larger compressed bitstream as shown in Figure 8(b)). For this
experiment, we encode the FOREMAN.QCIF video
clip of 300 frames with a quantization coefﬁcient of
10. The encoding results demonstrate that our probability based error resilient coding can generate an encoded bitstream with various error resiliency levels
since inserting more intra MBs leads to a more robust bitstream. Also, considering Intra Th is a userdeﬁned parameter that reﬂects user expectation about
the error resiliency level, it should be noted that our
algorithm covers all possible error resiliency levels:
From Intra Th = 1, (which means a user wants to
encode whole frames as intra MBs for maximum error resilience) to Intra Th = 0 (indicating that a user
wants to encode with maximum compression efﬁciency, without any error resilience scheme). Besides, PLR equals to zero means we can encode whole
frames as P-frames. However, if the PLR approaches
1, we need more Intra MBs to guarantee required
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robustness. Through Figures 8(c) and 8(d), we are
able to observe the trade-off between error resilient
level and encoding energy consumption. We can easily expect that encoding energy consumption will be
inversely proportional to the number of intra MBs,
since intra coding does not require motion estimation.
However, a larger number of intra blocks will result
in more transmission due to the larger encoded bitstream. Considering that total energy consumption is
composed of encoding energy and transmission energy, this communication overhead may affect the total energy consumption. However, the amount of possible energy reduction affected by this communication overhead is very small compared to that of the
encoding tasks running on the PDA (For instance, an
iPAQ consumes 0.025 ∼ 0.057 joules for transfer versus about 4.26 ∼ 23.97 joules for the encoding process.), since currently the wakeup time (from lowpower sleep mode to standby mode) of the network
interface with the PDAs that we used is too long to apply dynamic power management for real-time multimedia applications. It should be pointed out that, even
in the situation that transmission energy is not negligible, PBPAIR still generates similar amount of bitstreams with same image quality which require similar transmission energy consumption while encoding
energy in PBPAIR is the smallest as shown in Figure
6(d). Experimental results with other image samples
show similar distribution except that the average number of intra MBs will be proportional to the motion
intensity.
IV.D.

Error Resilient Level vs.
Quality

Image

We now present the variation in image quality with
respect to error resiliency. We use the peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR) as a quality metric, which is
an indication of the distortion. Figure 9(a) illustrates
PSNR variation with respect to different PLR and Intra Th. As we explained in the previous section, a
higher Intra Th represents that a user requests more
robust bitstreams.
We also use the number of bad pixels as a quality metric to overcome the limitation of the average
PSNR since some reconstructed images with different errors have the same PNSR value. Bad pixel is
deﬁned by a pixel with
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value less than a given threshold and PSNR is deﬁned
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A pixel with signiﬁcant difference from the original pixel value – generated by either network error or
dependency among MBs in inter frame encoding – is
considered as a bad pixel. The number of bad pixels is
better metric than PSNR to represent error resiliency
since it counts the number of pixels which will degrade perceptive quality while PSNR depends on the
reconstructed value of the bad pixels and PSNR can
vary due to different encoding scheme regardless of
the packet errors.
Figure 9(b) illustrates the relations among number
of bad pixels (image quality), PLR (network condition), and Intra Th (user expectation for robustness).
Image quality varies with respect to different PLR and
Intra Th. As we explained in the previous section, a
higher Intra Th represents that a user requires more
robust bitstreams. Therefore, the encoded bitstreams
with higher Intra Th value introduce a higher PSNR
and a smaller number of bad pixels. On the other
hand, if the PLR is high (meaning network is unstable), then PBPAIR can maintain the desirable image
quality by advising a user to increase Intra Th.

V. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a new error resilient coding
scheme, namely the probability based power aware
intra refresh (PBPAIR), which is based on network
error probability and user expectation in video communication using mobile handheld devices. By considering both image content and network condition,
we can achieve fast recoverable and energy-efﬁcient
error resilient coding scheme. More importantly, we
provide various operating points in terms of error
resilient level and energy consumption over a wide
range of system operating conditions. Our experimental results show that our approach can achieve
same compression efﬁciency with faster recovery and
reduced energy consumption by 34%, 24% and 17%
compared with AIR, GOP and PGOP schemes respectively. We believe our error resilient coding scheme is
therefore eminently applicable for video communication on energy-constrained wireless mobile handheld
devices. Trade-offs between the power consumption
and the error resilient level open a wide design space
for future research subjects. Our future work will aim
to design proper interfacing mechanisms between the
codec and the network, so that the codec can adjust its
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operations based on the network conditions to maximize its resource usage. We also seek a more effective
and less computationally intensive video quality measure and network packet error model for more accurate similarity factor. Cooperation with error control
channel coding can be another interesting research
topic since PBPAIR is independent from any other
encoder/decoder side control mechanisms (e.g., rate
control, channel coding, etc.). Further optimization,
however, is possible if these control mechanisms are
taken into consideration. Cooperation with traditional
low power techniques such as dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) and dynamic frequency scaling (DFS) to
explore more energy gain is also applicable as future
research.
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